
There’s no limit to the papercrafting 
possibilities—ideas inside!

Boxed Cards & Envelopes
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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LOVE 
THE COVER? 

Replicate it with boxed 
glitter cards, a 6x6” 
paper pack, a leaf 

border stamp, word 
stickers and a gold 

leafing pen. 

RIGHT 
ABOUT MEOW
With boxed cards, it’s 
easy to carry a theme 
from invites to favor 
bags to thank you’s. 

We cut our kitties from 
cardstock, stacked them 
on coordinating papers, 
and made collars with 
ribbon and gold heart 
charms (Paper Crafts).

FALL IN LINE
Have boxed cards pull double 

duty by embellishing some 
(patterned paper, stickers, 

foam tape) and using others 
as envelope liners. Just cut 
them to size, and slip them 

in with a little adhesive.
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SEAL OF 
APPROVAL

Practice your penmanship 
on an array of boxed 

envelopes—because every 
handcrafted card deserves a 
hand-lettered envelope. Our 

advice: Freehand or trace 
words with pencil first before 
finishing with permanent ink.
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THREE’S A CROWD
With boxed cards, versatility is king—
you just need the right embellishments. 
Try epoxy stickers, coordinating paper 
(we lined our envelopes with some!) 
and perfectly proportioned tassels, 
trims, bows and brads.

FRESHLY PICKED
Basic becomes basically amazing with a 
little help from your Paper Crafts friends: 
gem stickers for the birthday girl, paper 
punches for baby, wood stickers for 
your BFF, and floral paper pack 
pages all around!
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BOLDLY 
ELEGANT
With all the demands of
a DIY wedding, these
paper essentials won’t
be one. Just back your
printed elements with 
boxed floral cards, and 
embellish with glittered 
cardstock and ribbon. 



ALL STACKED UP
Card packs that come with multiples 
of the same design mean creating 
a project that quite literally stands 
out from the rest. Just cut different 
elements from three cards, and layer 
them onto a fourth using foam tape 
or dimensional adhesive.

GOT SCRAPS?
Stamp designs onto them using dark ink, 

and then cut out and adhere them to a fresh piece of cardstock.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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